Before the discovery of catalytic RNA, tRNA molecules were the most studied RNA molecules for understanding RNA folding. Afterwards, group I introns, because of their stability and the fact that structural folding could be monitored by following their catalytic activity, became the molecule of choice for studying RNA architecture and folding. A major advantage of group I introns for studying the catalytic activity of RNA molecules is that catalytic activity is trig- gered by the addition of external guanosine cofactors. The self-splicing activity can therefore be precisely controlled. Using group I introns, several RNA motifs central to RNA-RNA selfassembly and folding were discovered. The analysis of the recent X-ray structures of the rRNA subunits indicates that several motifs present in the ribosome occur also in various group I introns.
gered by the addition of external guanosine cofactors. The self-splicing activity can therefore be precisely controlled. Using group I introns, several RNA motifs central to RNA-RNA selfassembly and folding were discovered. The analysis of the recent X-ray structures of the rRNA subunits indicates that several motifs present in the ribosome occur also in various group I introns. RNA molecules are highly negatively charged polymers ; the only ones known to date able to both code genetic information and perform chemical catalysis. Electrostatic interactions are central for folding, binding, and catalysis of RNA molecules. Experimental and theoretical studies on the threedimensional architecture of the core of group I Table 1 The twelve families of edge-to-edge base pairs formed by nucleic acid bases, defined by the relative orientations of the glycosidic bonds of the interacting bases (column 2) and the edges used in the interaction (column 3)
Recently proposed symbols for designating each base pair family in secondary structure diagrams are given in column 4. [1, 2] . The pairings of the secondary structure join first proximate regions in sequence, followed by end-to-end stacking of contiguous helices. Those preformed helical domains associate into bundles of helices to constitute the compact tertiary structure maintained via interactions between tertiary architectural motifs. Based on comparative sequence analysis, modelling of complete self-splicing group I introns belonging to four subgroups [3] [4] [5] , as well as one example of each of the two main structural types of bacterial RNase P [6, 7] , illustrates the widespread use of only two types of long-range RNA-RNA anchors between peripheral domains : GNRA tetraloops with their receptors [8, 9] and loop-loop with Watson-Crick complementary interactions [4, 10] . Despite the invariance in the catalytic core, there is variety in the overall architecture of the peripheries of group I introns. The maintenance and assembly of the subdomains is performed by the recurrent and systematic use of these two anchoring motifs. They allow the non-homologous peripheral elements to promote different, and mutually exclusive, longrange contacts with identical functional purposes : the stabilization of the helical stems that build the catalytic core or the correct positioning of the helical substrate. Similar arrangements between peripheral domains occur in smaller systems, such as the hammerhead, the hairpin and the hepatitis delta virus ribozymes, and some of these RNA motifs are recurrently found in the large rRNAs.
Thus RNA architecture is visualized as the hierarchical assembly of preformed doublestranded helices defined by Watson-Crick base pairs and RNA modules maintained by nonWatson-Crick base pairs. This architectural hierarchy is coupled with an electrostatic hierarchy where RNA folding occurs first with an electrostatic collapse to compact states with most of the secondary structure elements induced by nonspecific ion binding, especially involving univalent ions. Later, there is a co-operative transition to native states with all tertiary contacts induced by specific ion binding, especially involving magnesium ions.
The computer program MANIP [11] has been used for assembling several RNAs on the basis of previously identified RNA-RNA contacts and sequence analysis. Crystal structures, published after modelling, are now available for comparisons. Root mean square (rms) values ranging between 2.0 and 8.5 A H are obtained, depending on the system being compared. Comparisons between NMR and X-ray structures give rms values around 5 A H for two RNA structures. In order to go beyond global agreement between predicted and observed RNA architectures, more information is needed about non-Watson-Crick pairs. Indeed, comparative sequence analysis, by searching for compensatory base changes following the Watson-Crick complementarity, allows the deduction of the helical domains, leaving the hairpin and internal loops, as well the junction regions, open and unpaired. However, non-Watson-Crick base pairs are the most important mediators for the interactions responsible for RNA-RNA selfassembly and RNA-protein recognition and, therefore, an unambiguous and descriptive nomenclature with well-defined and non-overlapping parameters is needed to communicate the structural information about RNA base pairs
Figure 1
Annotation of a generic sarcin motif (or eukaryotic loop E motif or bulge motif )
See [12] [13] [14] .
Figure 2
RNA-RNA interactions between a sarcin-like loop and a regular RNA helix in the 23 S rRNA [17] and in the td intron [5] concisely. The rapidly growing number of threedimensional RNA structures at atomic resolution requires that databases contain the annotation of such base pairs. We propose an unambiguous and descriptive nomenclature [12] based on the observation that the edge-to-edge, hydrogen-bonding interactions of RNA bases, as revealed by high-resolution Xray crystallography, exhibit recurrent geometric patterns. Thus RNA base pairs are classified by the base edges participating in the interaction (Watson-Crick, Hoogsteen or Sugar edge) and the orientation of the glycosidic bonds relative to the H-bonds (cis or trans). Twelve basic geometric families can be identified and all twelve have been observed in crystal structures (Table 1 ). An important feature of the nomenclature is that it highlights isosteric relationships among base pairs, and thus facilitates RNA modelling, as well as the recognition of compatible base pairs for a given three-dimensional motif (Figure 1) . Indeed, for each base pairing family, one can deduce the 4i4 ' isostericity matrices ' that summarize the geometric relationships between the 16 pairwise combinations of the four standard bases, A, C, G, and U. This format makes apparent the recurrent geometric patterns that are observed and helps identify isosteric pairs that co-vary or interchange in sequences of homologous molecules while maintaining conserved three-dimensional motifs [13, 14] . This tool is therefore crucial to the generation of accurate structural alignments of homologous RNA sequences. Thus, under the hypothesis that homologous sequences fold into similar three-dimensional structures, a systematic analysis of sequences in the light of X-ray or NMR structures allows one to derive co-variation rules for non-Watson-Crick base pairs using the proposed classification. Such rules are based on isostericity matrices, which, for a given pair, give the structural equivalents that are observed to substitute in sequences. In short, first, the available sequence space is searched for a given three-dimensional motif present in the structural database. Secondly, this knowledge is used to identify regions in sequences compatible with a given three-dimensional motif. Thus the process goes from structure space to sequence space and then back from a given sequence to the prediction of a fold [14, 15] .
This approach has been applied to various group I introns and, coupled with independently acquired experimental data, has led to the identification of new RNA-RNA contacts between peripheral elements and the catalytic core of group I introns ( [5] ; P. Rangan, B. Masquida, E. Westhof and S. A. Woodson, unpublished work). The two contacts are between the internal loop J6\6a and helix P3, and between a peripheral helix and helix P7 (Figure 2 ). The two helices P3 and P7 form the key pseudoknot central to folding and catalysis in group I introns. Although co-variations between the internal loop J6\6a and base pairs in helix P3 were noticed in early work [1] , the molecular details of the underlying interactions could not be understood at that time. In addition, hydrogen-bonding interactions involving the sugar edges in the RNA shallow groove are very versatile and weakly specific [16] . The striking potential of non-Watson-Crick pairs in tertiary structure formation and RNA-RNA recognition is clearly demonstrated by the high-resolution structure of the large ribosomal subunit [17] . Structural analysis together with sequence alignments constitute a powerful process for predicting RNA motifs.
